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Welcome! In this workshop you’ll work through the steps to create your brand guide.  

You can then use the brand guide template provided to create your very own brand guide. 

What is a brand? A brand is your business’s personality and values, and how it expresses itself visually 

and in its marketing assets (e.g. website, emails, etc).  

Creating a brand guide helps you stay consistent so that your audience gets to know your business, and 

ensures you’re communicating what you WANT to be communicating to your audience. 

Step 1: Your Story and Who You Serve 
First in your brand guide you want to include your brand story and who you serve.  

A fantastic resource for brand stories is Donald Miller’s story brand, but basically your story is the story 

of who you serve to achieve what.  

Example is: *Company name* helps busy, stressed professionals relax and manage their stress so they 

can have a better quality of life in and out of work.  

Who do you serve? Which people is your business going to help?  

 

What is your story? What path are you walking to help the people you serve, and what are you helping 

them achieve?  
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Step 2: Your Brand Personality 
 

Before you can identify your brand’s personality, you may need to think about a) how you want your 

clients and potential clients to feel when they’re interacting with your business, b) how you personally 

want to show up in your business (no use saying you’re silly if you’re not a silly person, or 

compassionate if you can’t stand excuses) and c) your company’s values.  

Use the following boxes to decide / brainstorm on those three points: 

Take 5 minutes for each box and write down any and all adjectives/nouns that apply.  

Brainstorm box: How do you want your clients to feel when interacting with your brand?  

Brainstorm box: How do you want to show up in your business? 

Brainstorm box: What could your company’s values be?  
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Now let’s answer those questions. Choose from your brainstorms above your favourite words – the 

ones you’d like to keep as part of your brand’s personality.  

I want my clients to feel: ____________________________________________________________________________. 

I want to show up in my business as: _______________________________________________________________. 

My company’s values are: __________________________________________________________________________. 

Therefore, my brand’s personality is:  
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Step 3: Your Visual Identity - Inspiration 
 

Now that you know how you want your clients to feel and your brand’s personality, it’s time to work out 

how to express that visually.  

The first step is to get some inspiration.  

Create a Pinterest board that’s private (i.e. not visible to the public) to start collecting inspiration.  

Take the adjectives from your brand personality and search them with random nouns in Pinterest – i.e. 

if one of your words is ‘calm’ you could search calm bedrooms, calm kitchen, calm forest, calm 

restaurant, calm flowers and see what comes up.  

Save pictures with the right feel in your private Pinterest board until you have about 30-50. 

The important thing here is you’re NOT looking for colours you like or fonts you like. You’re looking for 

pictures that give you the same feeling you’re going for.  

Now you can use the pictures you’ve found in Pinterest to choose colours and fonts.  

Go through the pictures and see if there are any colours or fonts that come up regularly in the pictures 

you’ve found. List your possible choices in the box below (see links under the box for tools to get the 

fonts & colours):  

Colour pickers: https://imagecolorpicker.com/ OR 

https://www.ginifab.com/feeds/pms/color_picker_from_image.php 

Font identifier: Fount https://fount.artequalswork.com/ or FFFFallback http://ffffallback.com/ 

Colour meanings: http://www.color-wheel-pro.com/color-meaning.html  

  

  

  

  

  

 

https://imagecolorpicker.com/
https://www.ginifab.com/feeds/pms/color_picker_from_image.php
https://fount.artequalswork.com/
http://ffffallback.com/
http://www.color-wheel-pro.com/color-meaning.html
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Step 4: Your Visual Identity – Colours & Fonts 
Now you have your choices, it’s time to narrow your choices down to your brand colours and fonts.  

It’s important they look good together and give you the right feel.  

For this step I recommend you use Canva to create a graphic with colours (click here for a sample ). 

You can use coolors.co to find colour combinations you like.  

Note down your colour choices here (colour then hex code): 

Colour 1: 

Colour 2:  

Colour 3: 

Colour 4: 

Colour 5:  

Note down font choices: 

Headings: 

Subtitles:  

Body text: 

Handwriting / cursive: 

Your logo 

It’s totally fine for your logo to be the name of your business in a font and colour that you like at first. 

You can always update it as you evolve. Whatever you do, don’t stop marketing or getting out there 

because you don’t have the perfect logo.  

*note: during this step, it may be worth checking the design/visuals of your closest competitors – you don’t 

want to accidentally look exactly like them! 

 

How to install fonts on your computer: https://www.wikihow.com/Install-Fonts  

 

 

  

https://www.canva.com/design/DACU2MU4quQ/xlg74maIW_E60NrU8C78Qw/view?utm_content=DACU2MU4quQ&utm_campaign=designshare&utm_medium=link&utm_source=sharebutton
https://www.wikihow.com/Install-Fonts
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Step 5: Language Guide and Power Words 
The last step in your brand guide should be your language guide / power words.  

The language guide is to help you be consistent in the language you use in your website, social media 

and other marketing materials.  

‘Power words’ are the words that you will use or refer to that paint the picture of what you want your 

clients to experience or feel.  

Language guide  

Our tone is:__________________________________________________________ 

We do or don’t use contractions:________________________________ 

Other notes for language: ______________________________________ 

Sample phrases: _________________________________________________________________________________________  

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Power words 

Take a few minutes to brainstorm some power words for your business.   

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Resources for power words: https://www.thelogocreative.co.uk/5-ways-how-the-right-
words-can-build-a-consistent-brand/  

https://buffer.com/library/words-and-phrases-that-convert-ultimate-list 
https://sumo.com/stories/power-words  

https://www.thelogocreative.co.uk/5-ways-how-the-right-words-can-build-a-consistent-brand/
https://www.thelogocreative.co.uk/5-ways-how-the-right-words-can-build-a-consistent-brand/
https://buffer.com/library/words-and-phrases-that-convert-ultimate-list
https://sumo.com/stories/power-words
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Step 6: Fill in your brand guide 
Now you have all the parts of your brand guide.  

You can fill in the brand guide template provided and use it in future when creating blog posts, 

marketing collateral and social media posts.  

What Next? 
 
Congratulations! You’ve got your brand guide.  
 
What’s next?  
 
You could use your brand guide to… 
 create social media templates (see the graphics training) 
 update your flyers/printed materials 
 create some new blog posts consistent with your brand voice 
 create some new social media posts using your graphics templates and brand guide 

 
If you’re going through the recording on this, please do share your brand guide with us, or 
if you have any questions.  
 
I can’t wait to see your brand guide! 
 
Extra resources: 

Check these out for more inspiration 

Canva 50 style guides: https://www.canva.com/learn/50-meticulous-style-guides-every-startup-see-

launching/  

How to develop a brand identity: https://99designs.co.uk/blog/tips/brand-

identity/?__hsfp=2597695798&__hssc=102379230.1.1551308753017&__hstc=102379230.43eac7b8662f

9387a5dbe5dbaa14ddfa.1551308753016.1551308753016.1551308753016.1  

Definition of ‘brand’:  

Your brand is the set of perceptions people have about your company. In other words, it can be thought of 

as the big-picture impression that your company leaves on the customer. This impression can be left by 

many things, such as your advertisements, commercials, customer service, and yes your logo as well.  

(From: https://99designs.co.uk/blog/tips/what-is-a-

logo/?__hsfp=2597695798&__hssc=102379230.1.1551308753017&__hstc=102379230.43eac7b8662f938

7a5dbe5dbaa14ddfa.1551308753016.1551308753016.1551308753016.1 ) 

Examples of voice/tone guidelines: https://www.contentharmony.com/blog/great-brand-

guidelines/#voice-tone  

https://www.canva.com/learn/50-meticulous-style-guides-every-startup-see-launching/
https://www.canva.com/learn/50-meticulous-style-guides-every-startup-see-launching/
https://99designs.co.uk/blog/tips/brand-identity/?__hsfp=2597695798&__hssc=102379230.1.1551308753017&__hstc=102379230.43eac7b8662f9387a5dbe5dbaa14ddfa.1551308753016.1551308753016.1551308753016.1
https://99designs.co.uk/blog/tips/brand-identity/?__hsfp=2597695798&__hssc=102379230.1.1551308753017&__hstc=102379230.43eac7b8662f9387a5dbe5dbaa14ddfa.1551308753016.1551308753016.1551308753016.1
https://99designs.co.uk/blog/tips/brand-identity/?__hsfp=2597695798&__hssc=102379230.1.1551308753017&__hstc=102379230.43eac7b8662f9387a5dbe5dbaa14ddfa.1551308753016.1551308753016.1551308753016.1
https://99designs.co.uk/blog/tips/what-is-a-logo/?__hsfp=2597695798&__hssc=102379230.1.1551308753017&__hstc=102379230.43eac7b8662f9387a5dbe5dbaa14ddfa.1551308753016.1551308753016.1551308753016.1
https://99designs.co.uk/blog/tips/what-is-a-logo/?__hsfp=2597695798&__hssc=102379230.1.1551308753017&__hstc=102379230.43eac7b8662f9387a5dbe5dbaa14ddfa.1551308753016.1551308753016.1551308753016.1
https://99designs.co.uk/blog/tips/what-is-a-logo/?__hsfp=2597695798&__hssc=102379230.1.1551308753017&__hstc=102379230.43eac7b8662f9387a5dbe5dbaa14ddfa.1551308753016.1551308753016.1551308753016.1
https://www.contentharmony.com/blog/great-brand-guidelines/#voice-tone
https://www.contentharmony.com/blog/great-brand-guidelines/#voice-tone
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